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Bumper Habits

Bumper habits are habits that are the minimal base habit(s)
you can do to help keep you on track when things get hard.
We all have days or moments when we get derailed in our positive habit
process. Bumper habits are what keep us in alignment even when our lives
are tested and we are tempted to go off the rails. 

How to Discover your Bumper Habits 
Bumper habits are the simplest, basic habit(s) you can do in a day. Pick
something you can easily do in 5 minutes. Start by taking a look at your
positive habits. Which one is the easiest for you to do but has a large impact
on your energy, emotional and physical wellbeing? What can you quickly and
easily do in 5 minutes? 

For me, visualization or meditation are my Bumper Habits. No matter what is
happening, I know I can somehow do 5 minutes of visualization or meditation
in a day. Even on the worst, hardest days, I will make sure I do visualization or
meditation because it brings everything back into alignment for me. 

Another one I use regularly is gratitude. I will be feeling really bad and
frustrated and I will tell someone I am grateful to have them in my life. It
makes them feel good and you will be flooded with the feeling of gratitude.
Gratitude is a GREAT way to get you back on track. 
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Here are some examples of Bumper Habits

 Visualization 
 Meditation
 Gratitude (felt fully)
 Walking 
 Language apps like Duolingo or some other brain exercise or learning
app
 Eat one healthy food (food with life in it) per day
 20 min of sunlight
 Power nap 
 One of the 5 daily disciplines (pdf link included!) 
 Journaling
 Affirmations
 Warm bath with epsom salts
 Time in nature
 Present moment time with people you love
 Getting in touch with your breath
 Reading

https://designrr.s3.amazonaws.com/lauren.doyle3_at_gmail.com_38080/The%205%20Daily%20Disciplines_9592.pdf

